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The Encyclopedia of Shakespeare’s 
Language project: A corpus-based 
approach to Shakespeare

• For Shakespeare’s language this means:

– All ‘words’ treated equally (not just ‘hard’ words).

– Meanings based on usage in context (not etymology, not 
narrowly-defined semantic meaning).

– Context includes linguistic aspects (e.g. collocations) and non-
linguistic aspects (e.g. registers, social properties of 
speaker/character).

– A comparative approach.



What will be in the encyclopaedia?

• Volume 1 (a kind of dictionary)

– The use and meanings of each of Shakespeare's words, 
both in the context of what he wrote and in the context 
in which he wrote.

– Every word is, for example, compared with a 321 million 
word corpus comprising the work of Shakespeare's 
contemporaries.

– Establishes both what is unique about Shakespeare's 
language and what Shakespeare's language meant to his 
contemporaries. 



What will be in the encyclopaedia?

➢ Plays and characters

– Major characters (> 5% of total 
word count)

– Play profiles

➢ Gender and social stratification 

– Male/female

– Social status

➢ Genre

– Comedies

– Histories

– Tragedies

➢ Major themes in Shakespeare

– Love and marriage

– War and conflict

– etc.

• Volume 2 (a kind of compendium of semantic patterns)



• Core data: plays generally agreed to be part of the 
Shakespeare canon

– The largest near-contemporary body of work attributed to 
Shakespeare, i.e. the First Folio (1623), plus Pericles and 
The Two Noble Kinsmen.

• Quartos constitute a secondary dataset.

• Poetry constitutes a third Shakespeare dataset.

Our core data: Shakespeare texts



• If untreated, frequency counts for a word would be split across 
several variants

– e.g. in our core Shakespeare data, would is also spelled 
vvould, wold, wad

• Addressing this improves the prospects for matching words in 
target and reference corpora

• Easier for the present-day reader/user

• Our solution: use VARiant Detector (VARD 2) software (Baron  & 
Rayson 2008; http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/vard/)

Spelling variation



VARD 2 (VARiant Detector)
http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/vard/



Spelling variation

Problem: What do you regularize the spelling to? There is no 
standardised regular form in the way that there is today.

Solution: Our policy was to

- Preserve the morphology, e.g. 2nd + 3rd person verb inflections (–
(e)st, -(e)th), past tense forms (e.g. holp), past participle forms 
(e.g. holpen), plural forms (e.g. shooen), non-standard 
superlatives (e.g. horrider), and you/thou, 

- Only use a spelling that had EModE currency.

- Prioritize the most frequent spelling in Shakespeare



Part of speech tagging and EModE
(cf. Andrew Hardie)

CLAWS performs at 85% accuracy for Shakespearean texts (Rayson
et al. 2007). Not good enough!

• Grammatical phenomena which are marginal today, but may 
require addressing by the tagger for EModE (e.g. 2nd person 
singular)

• Words not in the modern lexicon (e.g. hent)

• Words whose possible classifications have changed (e.g. faith)

• Words whose probability profile has changed (e.g. prostitute)

• Extra cliticisations (e.g. me=thinks, me=thought)

• No time for a radical system overhaul

• Solution: Patches for CLAWS



Implementation

Untagged text

Tagged text

CLAWS input

CLAWS output

CLAWS

CLAWS
resources 

Wordlist 
patches

Idiomlist
patches

Input patching script

Output patching script



Data and genre: Early English Books Online (TCP) 
1560-1639 (379 million words; 5,750 texts 
categorized by genre, domain and style)

Styles Domains Genres Sub-genres (examples)

Literary Imaginative

Plays
Poetry, Verse & Song
Fiction
General

Comedy, History, Tragedy, Masque
Ballads

Formal – Spiritual Religion

Bible
Catholicism
Protestantism
Doctrine, Theology and Governance
General

Anti-Catholicism
Church of England
Sin and Repentance
Sermons

Formal - Statutory Government

Royal
Parliamentary
Legal
General 

Proceedings
Reports
Trials
Speeches

Formal - Instructional Didactic

Philosophy
Science
Mathematics
Medicine
General

Experiments

Anatomy
Alchemy

Informational Factual

Biography
Essay
Letters
Pamphlets
General

Dialogue

Food and Cookery



The challenge

Multiple pieces of information:

• spellings, parts-of-speech, collocates, genre distribution, social 
distribution (e.g. male/female; high rank/low rank)

In multiple information sets:
• Shakespeare's plays, his poetry, the Folios, the Quartos, our 

comparative corpus of playwrights and the EEBO-TCP.



Lexicography interface: background

• We have CPQweb… why have another interface? 
- automation of repetitive tasks
- dictionary writing system

• What does the system involve?
- a MySQL database with two parts:

- fixed data (number of occurrences, etc.)
- modifiable data (definitions, etc.)

- a user interface which:
- provides access to the data
- allows for the creation of modifiable data



Lexicography interface: set-up

• Corpus is pre-processed

• Corpus is uploaded to CQPweb

• Data is extracted from CQPweb and stored in the fixed part of the database

• Interface displays fixed data

• Users interact with the interface to create data which gets stored in the modifiable 
part of the database

• Interface displays fixed and modifiable data

CQPweb

InterfaceDatabase



Lexicography interface: demo

https://corpora.lancs.ac.uk/shakencyc/

https://corpora.lancs.ac.uk/shakencyc/


A more grammatical word: I

Shakespearean dictionaries:

• Words such as this omitted from Shakespearean 
dictionaries (e.g. Crystal and Crystal 2002; Onions 1986), 
presumably on the assumption that they:

(a) have obvious meanings (because they are considered 
more or less the same as those of today), and 

(b) do not contribute much to understanding 
Shakespeare. 



A more grammatical word: I



I and Desdemona

For Othello: I is ranked 109, me 70 and my 74

Desdemona’s keywords



A more lexical word: good

Dictionaries (in brief):

• Onions (1911): (1) Conventional epithet to titles of high rank, (2) 
comely, (3) Financially sound; (hence) wealthy, substantial. 

• Crystal & Crystal (2004): (1) [intensifying use] real, genuine (‘love 
no man in good earnest’). (2) kind, benevolent, generous. (3) kind, 
friendly, sympathetic. (4) amenable, tractable, manageable. (5) 
honest, virtuous, honourable. (6) seasonable, appropriate proper. 
(7) just, right, commendable. (8) intended, right, proper. (9) high-
ranking, highborn, distinguished. (10) rich, wealthy, substantial.



A more lexical word: good



Questions?





Input patching



EModE tags



Resource patching:
lexicon



Output patching


